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Abstract

Dynamic strategic interaction between an international donor and a recipient gov-
ernment is analyzed to review the efficacy of aid conditionality for governance reforms
in LDCs. It is shown that irrespective of whether the donor can fully commit to the aid
program or not, for maximal improvement in governance the aid should be disbursed
in increments with each subsequent tranche being conditional on prior reforms, demon-
strating aid gradualism. While the attraction of future aid incentivizes authorities to
push through reforms, these reforms in turn also make aid diversion less feasible. Fur-
ther, under full commitment, the optimal aid package may involve offering scope for
interim aid diversion to the elite for long-term improvement in governance, with such
aid diversion being more likely to happen when the total aid budget is large. With
only partial commitment (so that time consistency requires the donor to reconfigure
aid in each round), it is shown that (a) interim aid diversion is no longer viable, and
(b) both aid and reforms exhibit strong gradualism, or what is known as the starting
small and grow later principle in commitment models.
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